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AVINU
Parashah TALMIDIM OF AVRAHAM
Rav Yaakov Bender On Chumash
The Mishnah in Avos (5:22) asks: What is the
difference between the talmidim of Avraham
Avinu and the talmidim of Bilam HaRasha?
The question of the Mishnah almost seems
strange. Asking “what is the difference” denotes a certain similarity, a common denominator — but what possible overlap is there
between the followers of Avraham Avinu, the
first maamin, and Bilam the rasha, source of so
much impurity?
In the section called
“Amaras Ketzoros” at the
back of the sefer Chiddushei Rav Shlomo, Rav
Shlomo Heiman asks
this question and reveals what it was that
they had in common.
Rav Shlomo Heiman
To be a follower of
Avraham Avinu meant
standing tall against the world, being able to
join forces with the man who stood “mei’eiver
zeh,” on one side of the river, as the rest of the
world looked on in disdain. It took courage and
clarity.
And to be that committed to truth, to be
that sincere and authentic, takes pure middos. It
means a person is not dissuaded by flattery or
public approval. What, asks the Mishnah, was
the secret?
Bilam also went up against a powerful and
mighty nation, standing against the tide at a
time when the glory of Klal Yisrael was high.
Nations quaked from its reputation and
kings cowered as the Bnei Yisrael approached.
Word of the wonders at the sea had spread
across the world, yet Bilam prepared to do battle with them using his mouth.
And his talmidim - what drove them to fol-

low him? And if they too
displayed that strength,
what set them apart from
the talmidim of Avraham
Avinu?
This is the Mishnah’s
question.
The answer, says Rav Shlomo, lies in
their middos. The middah of ayin tovah, ruach
nemuchah, and nefesh shefalah, a good eye, humble spirit, and meek
soul, allowed the
talmidim of Avraham
Avinu to see reality
and pursue it. They
were not swayed because they did not
care for honor and
acclaim; they were
not selfish and needy.
They allowed themselves to follow Avraham.
Bilam’s followers withstood the trend of
the street because of other middos. They were
haughty and egocentric, possessed of ayin ra’ah,
ruach gevoha, and nefesh rechavah, evil eye, arrogant spirit, and greedy soul. They were base
and immoral, blocked from seeing that which
was evident to everyone else.
That is the answer, and this vort gives such
insight into the one who said it, Rav Shlomo
himself, prince of Torah and middos. He was
one of the greatest geonim America has ever
seen, the rebbi in lomdus in a generation of extraordinary lamdanim, the roshei yeshivah of the
next generation.
My parents were extremely close with Rav
Shlomo and his rebbetzin. My father was his
chavrusa.
Even beyond the beis medrash, continued on page 3
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Q&A

A DOUBLE AGENT

What If 5, adapted by Rabbi Moshe Sherrow from the works of Rav Yitzchok Zilberstein

Q. Yehudah is a frum Yid who
was approached by the F.B.I. to
work for them as a secret agent to
trap drug dealers. They will outfit
him with a large amount of cash,
and he will buy drugs on a constant
basis until he gains the suppliers’
trust. Eventually, he will gather all
of the suppliers in one place, and
when he signals the authorities, the
agents will catch them all in the act
and arrest them. Before Yehudah
signed a contract with the F.B.I.,
he came to ask if putting on such
a cover is an act of chillul Hashem.
During the months that he will be
trading with the dealers until he
reveals his true agenda, they will
think that a Yid who practices Torah and mitzvos is also capable of
dealing in their lowly business. Is
Yehudah allowed to put on an act
that constitutes a chillul Hashem,
as long as it will eventually be discovered that it isn’t really true?
A. When Calev ben Yefuneh returned from his reconnaissance of
Eretz Yisrael with the other spies,
he calmed the people, as it is written (Bamidbar 13:30), “Calev silenced
the people toward Moshe.” Rashi explains that Calev shouted, “Is this
the only thing that the son of Amram has done to us?” The people
understood that Calev was going
to speak derogatorily about Moshe
Rabbeinu, supporting the words of
his fellow spies who maintained
that crossing over into Eretz Yisrael
was suicidal. Everyone fell silent to
hear Calev’s criticism. Calev continued, “Behold, Moshe Rabbeinu split the sea for us; he caused
the mann to fall from Heaven; he
brought the slav (pheasants) to feed
us. Even if Eretz Yisrael was in the
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sky, and Moshe Rabbeinu would
tell us to make ladders to climb up
to it, we will succeed in whatever
he tells us to do!”
Similarly, we find in the story
of Yeihu, as it is recorded in Sefer
Melachim (Melachim II, 10:18-19):
Yeihu then gathered together all the
people and said to them, “Achav worshipped the Baal just a bit; Yeihu will
worship it a great deal! And now, all
the prophets of the Baal and all its servants and all its priests, gather them
unto me – let no man be absent – for I
have a great sacrifice for the Baal, and

IS YEHUDAH
ALLOWED TO PUT
ON AN ACT THAT
CONSTITUTES A
CHILLUL HASHEM?
anyone who is absent shall not live!”
Yeihu was acting with cunning in order to eliminate the worshipers of the
Baal.
We see from these two incidents
that it does not constitute a chillul Hashem if one stages a temporary act, as long as one’s intent is
to do what is proper. In both cases, people thought, albeit temporarily, that Calev and Yeihu were
on the side of those who rebelled
against Hashem. Yet, neither was
concerned with the short-term impression, since it was only a ploy to
eradicate evil, and eventually everyone would realize that, in truth,
they were always in the service of
Hashem.
The Chasam Sofer comments
that Yeihu actually stumbled. Because of these words, he, too, was

charged
with
the aveirah of
avodah zarah. A
person should
never
defile
his lips by proclaiming that he plans to worship
a foreign god. One should trust in
Hashem that He will help him to
sanctify His Name without desecrating it, even momentarily. The
Chasam Sofer qualifies that avodah
zarah might be an exception to
the rule. When it comes to other
aveiros, one might be allowed to
make a temporary chillul Hashem
in order to bring about a kiddush
Hashem, as in the case of Calev.
The Gemara in Sanhedrin (82b)
expounds upon how Pinchas approached Zimri’s tent to kill him
for sinning with Cozbi, the Midianite princess. When Pinchas entered the area of shevet Shimon,
they suspected that he had appeared to interfere with Zimri’s actions. Pinchas declared that we do
not find anywhere that the tribe of
Levi is superior to the tribe of Shimon. The people understood that
just as Zimri had allowed himself
to sin with the Midianite woman,
Pinchas also intended to engage
in the same disgraceful behavior,
implying that even the most holy
Jews had sanctioned such acts.
Moments later, Pinchas infiltrated
Zimri’s tent and killed him together with Cozbi. He made a great kiddush Hashem by avenging Hashem’s
wrath.
Accordingly, it would seem that
in our case as well, Yehudah could
act as a secret agent in order to deliver the evil drug dealers into the
hands of the authorities.
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Perspective LAYERS OF KINDNESS

Exalted Moments – Welcoming Shabbos by Yisroel Besser

“I gratefully thank You, Hashem, with a pleasant ambiance and at- that
comes
my G-d and the G-d of my forefathers, tractive decor, with delightful mu- along with it.
for all the kindness You have done sic playing in the background. All Every
single
with me.”
these features enhance the taste of bit of kindness
Rav Shimon Galei
the drink itself because a in His world is
pointed out that when a
person enjoys the expe- surrounded by
person buys a cold bottle
rience that much more.
layers of additional kindnesses, the
of water in the makolet,
cold drink accompaa small grocery store, he
nied with ambiance
will pay a few shekels.
WE CONTEMPLATE and music.
Yet if he purchases that
When we reflect
ALL THE CHESSED
very same drink, made
on the chessed He has
THAT COMES
by the same company, in
done with us, we exALONG
WITH
IT.
an upscale restaurant, he
press thanks for “kol
Rav Shimon Galei
might pay twenty shekels
hachessed,” the myriad
or more. Why is that?
When we thank Hashem, says chassadim that encircle each bit of
Rav Galei explained that in the Rav Galei, we contemplate not just Divine favor, allowing us to enjoy it
restaurant, the drink comes along the chessed itself, but all the chessed to the fullest.
TALMIDIM OF AVRAHAM AVINU

continued from page 1

the relationship was deep. The Heimans were not
blessed with children, and my parents, understanding
the potential for loneliness, became their family. They
would travel to the bungalow colony together in the
summer, living side by side and often eating Shabbos
seudos together.
My mother would often speak of the beautiful marriage the Heimans had, the princely way in which Rav
Shlomo treated his rebbetzin. He would never ask her
to bring him a tea, but rather suggest that they enjoy a
tea together. “Faige’le,” he would say, “mistameh vilst du
a gloz tei, you probably also would like tea, no?”
My parents were once entering a building along
with the Heimans, and my mother moved to the side
to allow the rosh yeshivah to go first. Reb Shlomo indicated that my mother, who was expecting, should go
in first.
She was uncomfortable and said as much. “We do
not go in before the rosh yeshivah.”
“What I am,” Rav Shlomo said, “we know already,

but what you’re carrying? We have no idea… We have
to show respect for that child.”
There is so much greatness here. The selflessness of
a man not blessed with children to rejoice in the blessing of another. The vision of a mechanech who saw endless potential in each child. And the graciousness and
sensitivity of a person unencumbered by bad middos.
The vort is especially fitting for Rav Shlomo, because he embodied this ability to create “talmidim” in
middos. Those of us who knew Rav Shmuel Brudny,
a talmid of Rav Shlomo’s from Rameilles Yeshivah in
Vilna, saw how a rebbi can convey respect and appreciation for young bachurim. Rav Shmuel would rise
whenever a bachur approached to speak in learning,
referring to his talmidim as “ihr,” a more courteous way
of saying “you” than “du” — it was a way of teaching
Torah that was not only deep and beautiful, but also
one that made young talmidim yearn for more.
And that is how Torah is planted in the hearts of
talmidim.
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Parashah for Children
פרשת בלק
The words Hashem forced Bilaam to say to Balak have many hidden messages and hints. Sometimes, Bilaam was telling about what
would happen in the future.
Here are just a few of those messages:

Hidden Messages: The First Blessing
Bilaam hinted to Balak: By trying to curse the Jews, we are ungrateful. If it hadn’t been for their ancestors we wouldn’t have been born.

 How is that? Simple. Balak owed his life to Avraham Avinu,
because Balak was a descendant of Lot, Avraham’s nephew. If not
for Avraham’s merit, Lot would have died in Sodom, and Balak
would never have been born.
 Bilaam was a descendent of Lavan. Until Yaakov came to live with Lavan and brought blessing to
Lavan’s house, Lavan had no sons. With no sons, there would have been no Bilaam.
 Bilaam hinted to Balak: “Anyone cursing the Jews curses himself. That is because Hashem told
Avraham, “Whoever curses you will be cursed.”

Hidden Messages: The Second Blessing
 Bilaam predicted: In the future, the Jews will be closer to Hashem than even the angels. The Jews will
sit and learn Torah from Hashem. The angels will have to ask the Jews, “What did Hashem teach you?”
The Jews will understand the Torah better than the angels! The Jews will have to explain to the angels
difficult parts of the Torah.
 Moshe will not die until the kings of Midian and Bilaam are killed.

WIN A $36L
ARTSCROL !
GIFT CARD

THE WEEKLY QUESTION
Question for Parashas Balak:

What reward did Balak get for bringing so many animals (42!)
as korbanos to Hashem?

Kids, please ask your parents to email the answer to shabbosquestion@artscroll.com by this Wednesday to be entered into a
weekly raffle to win a $36 ARTSCROLL GIFT CARD! Be sure to include your full name, city, and contact info. Names of winners will appear in a future edition. HINT: The answer can be found in The Jaffa Family Edition Weekly Parashah.

The winner of the Parashas Shelach question is: RIVKA COHEN, Miami, FL
The question was: Which of the meraglim was a spy two times? And when?
The answer is: Calev. The first time is in this parashah. The second happened after Moshe passed away, when Yehoshua became leader of
the Jews. He sent two spies to Eretz Yisroel. One of them was Calev. These spies did their job well and did not sin.
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